
”Oh, my balls!” (“Åh, mine røvballer!” 

Would you find it tedious to lie on a mat of nails? Then you should try bicycling around 

Scandinavia in ninety hours. 

“And this they choose to do, when there are busses to take!” Gunvor Vikan peers into the 

night. She is night receptionist at the Sportellet (Sport hotel) at Skien recreational park, 

Norway. While bowl-legged men stagger into the door, there is a click-clack sound, not of 

cowboy boots, but of bicycle shoes with metal sole fittings. Several others present agree that 

the Super Brevet Scandinavia sounds more like a nightmare than a voluntary bicycle event. 

 

At 9:30 p.m., a 50-year-old man from Ålgård arrives at the reception, hungry and in pain. (It 

feels as if someone has been hitting his thighs with a sledge hammer, he explains.) In the 

lobby, refreshments -- a cola and a pastry--are offered to him. They go right down, causing 

blood-sugar havoc for the exhausted cyclist. Then it is time to bend over to undo bicycle 

shoes. The way down is punctuated with groans and sighs. “Oh, my balls!” he exclaims in his 

native Danish. (Norwegians hear something even more comical—‘Oh, my stolen balls!”).  

From the sound of it, there is no reason to believe that the bicyclist remembered to lubricate 

hind parts! 

 

Just a few evenings before, Johnny Stausholm boarded the new Denmark ferry at Risavika, 

together with the carbon horse on which he would ride through four days and over 1200 

kilometers of road. Previously he had ridden Trondheim – Oslo (550 kilometers), and 

bicycled from Norway to Kosovo, a distance of 3400 kilometers which he covered in 22 days. 

But the Super Brevet Scandinavia was to prove even more challenging than these trips. The 

race would inflict all sorts of pain, not just for beaten-up, sore muscles, but also for the rider’s  

hips, back and neck. Ever since a car collision from the rear in April, 2001, Stausholm has 

suffered from chronic and debilitating whiplash pain.  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Super Brevet Scandinavia (see map) 

1200 kilometers in four days, following this route. This is the Super Brevet Scandinavia. 

 

WHAT 

A bicycle course ( race) of over 1200 kilometers which must be completed within a maximum 

of 90 hours.  No single winner is awarded; all who complete the course, get a medal. The 

name ‘Super Brevet Scandinavia’ does not mean a competition between bicycling postmen 

(the word “brevet” in Norwegian means “the letter”)! In this case, the word “brevet” is a 

French word for exam or diploma. 

WHO 

90 riders from 11 countries started; more than 80 completed. Participants had qualified in 

advance by riding 200, 300, 400 and 600 kilometers within a maximal time limit. 

WHEN 

The arrangement takes place once every four years, and is organized by non-sponsored 

volunteers from Audax Club Nordique (Denmark). Representing Norway in this organization 

is Jens Glad Balchen.  The 2013 race was the sixth, marking the events 20
th
 anniversary.  

RULES 

Participants are not allowed support from a following car, and must find their way by 

themselves. The arrangers find accommodations for 3 overnights, but participants may stop, 

sleep and/or eat wherever they wish.  Along the course are check points, where bicyclists 

must have their cards stamped for verification. 

 

  



THE CLASSIC RACE 

Paris-Brest-Paris is considered the aristocrat of races among brevet bicyclists. It is also 

arranged every fourth year. Super Brevet Scandinavia is organized after the French model. 

 

During the first years after the car accident, Stausholm spent much of his time at home, 

consuming powerful pain killers. One day in 2008, he began to ride a bicycle. The pain 

throbbed through his nervous system, unabated.  None the less, the engineer managed to start 

working again, halftime at Aibel.  The pains could not be avoided or cycled away from, but he 

found he could pedal himself to greater self-respect by expanding his capabilities, pushing 

forward his own limits. On the trip around Scandinavia, he wanted to see if he could do that 

again.  

“Physically this is not going to be so difficult. The hardest part will be in gaining enough 

mental distance from the pains”, Johnny said before crossing the Skagerrak.  

 

The sun sets. Soon it will be shining elsewhere than Siljan, outside of Skien. The moon is 

rising over Norway. It there is a man in the moon, he is looking down on a road of old, gray 

asphalt cutting through a field of half-ripened oats.  Soon he would espy two miniscule, ant-

like humans, each astride a tiny metal frame with wheels at both ends.  Their forward lean has 

been their sitting position ever since an early breakfast in Uddevalla, Sweden. Now their 

bicycles have ‘eaten’ nearly 330 of the 350 kilometers for that day. The two men riding 

through the approaching dusk and cooling air are Peter Meisel (Germany) and Johnny 

Stausholm.  Both get off, at last. Johnny opens his mouth, not to curse whoever invented 

bicycles, but to praise cycling poetry: “This was pissing hard!” (Not hard enough to stop him 

from catching the next ferry to Skien, it turned out.) 

 

At the gas station at Arendal, people roll up to fill up their tanks. They fill up with juice, 

water, chicken and lasagne. This is the fourth and last day of the course around Scandinavia. 

By the looks of them, many of these cyclists would not be suspected of being capable of 

riding 300 kilometers by day and (partial) night. Some have soft, round bellies, which even 

the most spacious of bicycle shirts cannot contain. But common for all are heads capable of 

iron will and determination. 

 

Jens Glad Balchen is the name of the Stavanger man who bicycled 4800 kilometers in 11 

days, as he crossed the American continent in 2011. He accompanied Johnny Stausholm on 

some of the qualifying heats to the Super Brevet Scandinavia. “In brevet courses, riders can 

meet the wall physically, and yet still press themselves on. During one such course, a friend of 

mine rode for three days without any sleep”, says Balchen. After successfully completely the 

qualifying rounds, Johnny was given a present by Glad Balchen: a tube of rump cream. Both 

pant padding and his own received liberal doses of lubricant each day of the brevet.  None of 

that seemed to work in the end.  

 

Together with Johnny on the last day of the course is Reidar Svendsen, 49, a nurse from 

Kristiansand. Reidar fishes a phone from one of his pockets. “It is sore, and needs some care,” 

the man says. (Is he talking to his better half about his lower half?) Reidar had already 

bicycled Trondhjem-Oslo three times, and was looking for a greater challenge. He seems to 

have found it, but admits that he could not have managed to reach Arendal without Johnny in 

front, “plowing the air”. “That man is a machine. I almost had to ‘throw an anchor at him’, to 

get him to slow down”, Reidar explains. 

 



When looking at Reidar the nurse, all red and sweaty and on the verge of fakir-bliss, I have to 

ask him: “Is it really healthy to push the body so hard?” “Next question”, the man replies, 

before continuing: “Mentally this probably healthy, as I am released from thinking about 

anything in particular. If you ask a doctor if certain body parts are not benefitted by this 

activity, you will get different answers”, he explains.   

 

I decide to ask Svein Ørn, doctor and trainer for the professional cyclist Alexander Kristoff. 

His reply is: “To go on a drinking spree of several days is more damaging to organs than a 

brevet race.” “Routined cyclists crank pedals about 80 times a minute”, photographer and 

bicyclist Anders Minge tells me. That would imply something like 268,000 pedal rotations in 

56 hours for the Super Brevet Scandinavia participants. That doesn’t worry Dr. Ørn: “The 

knees can take it fine. Remember that professional cyclists can do 30,000 kilometers in a year. 

For the body otherwise, the exhaustion of a long-distance bicycling race is more tolerable than  

for a shorter, more extremely strenuous race such as running a marathon. Bicycling does not 

wear down joints as running can do. And it is easier for cyclists to eat, drink and rest. But in 

the end, it is all about listening to the body and not pressing it too hard”, Svein Ørn concludes.  

 

At the gas station in Arendal, Johnny Stausholm declares that he is completely empty. Then 

he eats a portion of lasagne, takes a couple of mild pain relievers, throws his leg over the 

bicycle frame and pedals on, with Reidar close behind. As they approach Kristiansand, 

Johnny mistakenly thinks they still have 40 kilometers to go; when informed that there are 

only 25 left, he turns to Reidar and says, “Let’s go!” 

Together they speed on to the goal in Kristiansand, where the organizing team awaits them. 

Johnny receives a medal around his neck, a cold beer in his hand, and broad smiles from all 

around.  

Jens Glad Balchen’s rump cream has withstood the test. So has Johnny: “During the trip, there 

were terribly painful moments, but I have reached a new mental goal. This is a victory. This is 

my pain killer, my high.” 

picture captions:  

page 16-17 (Å, mine røvballer!) It hurts to go to bed after a 14-hour day on a narrow bike 

seat. 

page 18:” From their terraces, tourists and locals stand and watch. Non-bicylists. The 

emptiness of their lives shocks me.” (Tim Krabbé, The Bicycle Rider) 

(page 18-19, clockwise:) 

There is much beautiful scenery at Groos in Grimstad, but Reidar Svendsen (left) and Johnny 

Stausholm concentrate on completing the last of their 1200 kilometers. 

The night is black when the last cyclists arrive after the third leg of the course. Thomas 

Slodoway, Germany, left, Chikara Iwamoto, Japan, right. 

Johnny Stausholm from Ålgård is a pioneer. 

“The human being consists of two parts: mind and body. Of these two, it is the mind which is 

the bicyclist.” (Tim Krabbé) 

Giuseppe Sabbatini (59) from Italy bicycled 4800 kilometers around Europe before starting in 

this race. Afterwards he bicycled 2400 kilometers home again. He has just retired, and finds 

turning pedals preferable to twiddling thumbs.  

Søren Flensted Møller (46) from Denmark participates with his “velomobile”, a bicycle with a 

body. He pedals half-reclining. Uphill-going is slower than for regular bicycles, but otherwise 

it is faster. Søren has put over 20,000 kilometers behind him this year. He is an early-retired 

teacher. Bicycling releases endorphins, which help ease his pains. 



Elaine Astrue (48) from the USA is one of the few women in this race. Four years ago, she 

sustained a head injury, when the car she was sitting in collided with a parked car in front. 

Now she struggles to retain her abilities. Bicycling is one of them. 

page 20   

“To climb is a rhythm, a high, in which you have to rock the protest of your organs to sleep.”  

(Tim Krabbé) 

At last, Johnny and Reidar have reached the finish of the race. 

 

  

   

  

 

 

 

  

   


